Consistency of postglacial geodynamics for the Kattegat
region, southern Scandinavia, based on seismological,
geological and geodetic data
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earthquakes in Denmark augment and support this pattern
with two or three activity concentrations in the seas around
Denmark (Fig. 1). The smoothness and irregularities of this
picture must in some way be related to the geological structure as well as to the geodynamic pattern of postglacial uplift
mapped from geology and geodesy. Since the dominant stress
field, from the lithospheric plate motion is smooth (Gregersen & Voss 2010), a natural question is whether the picture

The earthquake map of Denmark is constantly being improved. Together with data from western Sweden and southern Norway it shows more and more convincingly a gradual,
scattered earthquake activity across the Kattegat region from
low activity in the Precambrian basement of Scandinavia to
lack of earthquakes in south-western Denmark and northern Germany. The activity is only partly connected with
mapped geological features. The three most recently felt
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Fig. 1. The latest three felt earthquakes in Denmark shown on the best available earthquake map of the Kattegat and the surrounding regions (Gregersen
& Voss 2014). Little earthquake activity is seen north-east of the gradual margin of the Fennoscandian Shield between the Tornquist Zone and the Ringkøbing–Fyn High. In contrast, no activity is seen in south-western Denmark and north-western Germany. Only a few small earthquakes have been recorded in the south-eastern part of the area shown on the map; this is because only few seismographs are located in that region.
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creasing ages towards the north-east has been convincingly
argued for by Christensen (2001).
The ages in Fig. 2 are the oldest for each location for the
Littorina Sea period that lasted several thousands of years.
During this long time period the postglacial uplift of the
lithosphere approximately followed the rising water level,
within about one metre. Both were influenced by the melting ice sheets after the last Ice Age. The situation, with repeated small transgressions and regressions, was illustrated
by Christensen (2001), Noe-Nygaard et al. (2006) and
Clemmensen et al. (2012). The latter paper shows that this
period of several thousand years ends rather abruptly with
a large regression lasting until present time. The start of the
regression can be dated by optically stimulated luminescence
(OSL), when no later transgressions disturb the dark, covered
parts of the beach sediments used for dating. The elevation
of raised beaches and ages determined for Anholt (Fig. 2)
by Clemmensen et al. (2012) are interpreted as a period of
‘simultaneous’ land uplift and sea-level rise for several thousands of years followed by a period of continuing land uplift
and slower sea-level changes. Th is is suggested generalised for
the Kattegat region in Fig. 3 with times that are different for
different locations.
In Fig. 3 two kinds of arrows are seen. The thick arrow
points to the oldest shoreline that has not been disturbed by
a transgression. Sediments from this shoreline can be dated
by the OSL method. On Anholt it has been dated to 2300
years BC (Clemmensen et al. 2012). The thin arrows point
to archaeological time periods which can be dated by pollen

of postglacial uplift, seen from the geological and geodetic
perspective shows local irregularities? The broad-scale uplift
pattern in Denmark since the last Ice Age has been known
since the review published by Mertz (1924). All later papers
have referred to this general pattern of uplift towards the
north-east and subsidence towards the south-west with reference to the present sea level. The present paper relates the
regional seismological pattern to the smooth and consistent
patterns in postglacial geology and geodesy, as well as to the
existing local investigations on geodynamics. Interpretations
of the measured uplift of shorelines on Læsø, in the middle
of the Kattegat (Fig. 2), have given rise to opposing views on
regularity versus irregularity between the present authors
and Hansen et al. (2012). The measurements show that the
elevation of the oldest postglacial shorelines on Læsø fit in
the regional pattern with regard to elevation, but not with
regard to time. In this paper we propose that the time difference is only apparent.

Uplift patterns
Recent overviews of the geological evolution of the region
of Denmark, including the uplift since the time of flooding,
termed the Littorina Sea transgression, have been presented
by Christensen (2001) and Noe-Nygaard et al. (2006). The
former provided ages for the oldest shorelines, from radiocarbon dating, pollen and human settlement evidence. It is
seen that the uplift increases gradually from the south-west
towards the north-east (Fig. 2). The general pattern with in-
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Fig. 2. General picture of the elevation patterns
of postglacial shorelines in metres above present
sea level, according to Christensen (2001).
Shaded circles and zones refer to locations
mentioned in the text, where irregularities have
been claimed. Ages of highest shorelines of the
Littorina Sea, i.e. after the last Ice Age, are from
Christensen (2001). This figure is a corrected
version of a figure presented by Gregersen & Voss
(2012) and by Gregersen (2014), where the ages
were incorrectly quoted.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual model showing the elevation of shorelines in Kattegat as a function
of age. The model shows the generalised
concept of uplift with minor oscillations
in the grey band of the order of one metre
from several sources mentioned in the text.
The arrows point to age data, thin arrows to
archaeological data, thick arrow to OSL data.
Only for Anholt older OSL data supplement
the archaeological dates.
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analysis, radiocarbon dating or human settlement indicators
for places close to the beach where plants or human remains
have survived close to the shoreline or just above it. In Fig. 2
the Anholt age from Christensen (2001) is 4500 years BC,
i.e. 2200 years before the OSL age mentioned above. Only
in special cases will an older shoreline from within the Littorina Sea time, protected from transgression, show up by OSL
dating as in Anholt (Clemmensen et al. 2012).
On Læsø all ages were determined by OSL and all are
young compared to regions with similar elevations of the
highest shorelines (Fig. 2; Hansen et al. 2012; J.M. Hansen,
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Fig. 4. Generalised uplift velocities (mm/year) from Knudsen et al. (2012)
based on levelling, GPS and sea-level gauges. The velocities have been corrected from an earlier version by Gregersen & Voss (2014). The shaded
circles and zones show locations where irregularities have been claimed,
and which are discussed in the text.

personal communication, 2013–2014). Those authors also
suggest that older shorelines are not observed on Læsø because they were eroded by waves. We suggest that this shows
that only the right part of Fig. 3 is relevant for Læsø. In contrast, data from both the left and right parts are available
from Anholt. Many other regions such as northern Jylland
and western Sweden are well described by the left part of Fig.
3 (Christensen 2001, fig. 2; Christensen & Nielsen 2008).
This point was discussed by Gregersen & Voss (2010, 2012,
2014) and Gregersen (2014) who suggested that the age determinations ought to be redone using the same methods for
points of comparable uplift in northern Jylland, on Læsø and
in western Sweden (see Fig. 2).
A smooth picture with only small irregularities is also
shown by a recent geodetic picture of uplift velocities based
on all available data from levelling, global positioning system (GPS) and sea-level gauges (Fig. 4). Both the geological
picture illustrated by Fig. 2 and the geodetic picture in Fig. 4
show the main, general features. Geological and physically
small irregularities are generalised into the broad-scale regional picture. In addition, the geodetic picture is based on
measurements carried out over only approximately 100 years.
Updating with greater detail will be appreciated in the future. Figures 2 and 4 indicate regularity so far.

Discussion of irregularities from the
literature
In addition to the irregularity proposed for Læsø, several
more irregularities have been proposed for different regions
in Denmark (Figs 2, 4). Some of them show irregularities
in the sedimentary succession which may be connected to
larger-scale postglacial faulting, e.g. the Carlsberg Fault in
the Copenhagen area described by Rosenkrantz (1937) and
Ovesen et al. (2002) or faulting reported from mid-Jylland
by Jakobsen & Pedersen (2009). Other irregularities could
be directly related to the postglacial uplift pattern, as described by Lykke-Andersen & Borre (2000) and Gregersen
& Schmidt (2001) for the region from Hobro via Aalborg
to Frederikshavn or by Hansen et al. (2012) for harbours in
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southern Denmark, based on 100 years of water-level measurements.
The irregularity locations in the middle of Skåne in southern Sweden and on Rügen in northern Germany are based on
geodetic measurements. The case in southern Sweden (Pan
et al. 1999) has been rejected by Swedish geodesists because
of inaccuracy (H.-G. Scherneck, personal communication
2015). The case in northern Germany is based on a personal
communication by R. Dietrich in 2008. It was claimed that
geodetic levelling indicates similar changes in uplift rates as
those seen in northern Jylland by Lykke-Andersen & Borre
(2000), but it awaits further confirmation by geodesists. The
claims by Mörner (2003) on postglacial earthquakes near
Hallandsåsen, based on geological irregularities were taken
up on a field excursion in the summer of 2013 by 12 international seismologists on the initiative of the first author of this
article. The outcome was “possible but not probable”.

Conclusion
The discussion as to whether the evidence for lack of major
irregularities in the geology and geodesy fields is sufficiently strong to be significant is heated (Hansen et al. 2012;
Gregersen & Voss 2012). Recent papers by Gregersen &
Voss (2012, 2014) and by Gregersen (2014) claim that the
irregularities are so small compared to the uncertainties in
the measurements that they are insignificant, and thereby
not disturbances of the regularity. They are only possibilities. They need supporting evidence in the form of irregularities in the generalised geodynamics. Our view is that
such supporting evidence is lacking. The consequence of the
consistency of the regional geophysical fields is that the short
term, thousand-years evidence from seismology adequately
describes the geodynamics and its irregularities.
We suggest that the use of different methods for dating of
the shorelines results in that different phases of the uplift are
dated. The OSL dates reflect the last influence of the waves
on the loose sediments of the shore, whereas the archaeological dates reflect the several thousand-year long Littorina Sea
time when land plants left remains in the dry ground near
the shoreline. The age determinations are different because
different phenomena were measured.
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